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NM Alternative Dispute 
Resolution (ADR) Bureau 

 
We are a state Risk 

Management program that 
works with state employees 
and their agencies to access 

workplace mediation, 
communication-based 

training and alternative 
resources to workplace 
conflict.  Our goal is to 

provide state employees an 
early resource to resolve 

conflicts in the workplace. 
 

Visit our website at: 
https://adr.gsd.state.nm.us 
 

Contact us at: 
adr.bureau@gsd.nm.gov 

 
 

Mary Jo Lujan 
Bureau Chief 

(505) 827-0444 
maryjo.lujan@gsd.nm.gov 

 
Abril Trujillo 

Mediation Coordinator 
(505) 827-0421 

abril.trujillo@gsd.nm.gov 
 

Stefanie Ortega 
Outreach & Training 

Coordinator 
(505) 827-0576 

stefanie.ortega2@gsd.nm.gov 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The ADR Bureau 
offers online mediation! 

Click here for a 
recorded Program 
Overview to learn 

about the services we 
offer state employees 

at no cost. 

Encouraging  Communication  Through Mutual  Respect 

 

ADR TRAINING COMING SOON: 
 

Communicating Using Effective Questions 
2-hour interactive, online training  
February 28, 2023 – click here for details 
 

Beyond the Surface – Listening with Empathy 
2-hour interactive, online training 
March 7, 2023 – click here for details 
 

Professional Email Communication 
1-hour webinar  
March 15, 2023 – click here for details 
 

40-Hour Beginning Mediation Certification 
This course will familiarize participants with the process and practice of 
mediation.  Graduates will serve as volunteer mediators for the State of New 
Mexico’s RMD-ADR mediation program.  Contact us for more information. 
April 10-14, 2023 (in-person, in Albuquerque) 
 

For Our Mediators:  
Watch your email for special invites to our continuing education workshops.  
We hope to see you often! 

 

Classes above are FREE for state employees and space is limited. 
 

 

 
 
 

“We are stronger when we listen,  
and smarter when we share.” 

~ Rania Al-Abdullah 

https://adr.gsd.state.nm.us/
mailto:adr.bureau@gsd.nm.gov
mailto:maryjo.lujan@gsd.nm.gov
mailto:abril.trujillo@gsd.nm.gov
mailto:stefanie.ortega2@gsd.nm.gov
https://adr.gsd.state.nm.us/Modules/Video/Player.aspx?VideoID=E77F06AE-7D23-4769-9266-37357226945C&quality=HD
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/communicating-using-effective-questions-registration-525200407557
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/beyond-the-surface-listening-with-empathy-registration-530701621837
https://nmriskmanagementdivision.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZ0ocO-urjopGNSQM4MpDZvEGn1wWv79j1p0
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The Art of Conscious Conversations: 
Transforming How We Talk, Listen, and Interact  

by Chuck Wisner 

Chuck Wisner is a leadership advisor, team consultant, 
and personal coach. He began his career as an architect, 
but after fifteen years in that field he switched tracks by 
becoming a senior affiliated mediator with the Harvard 
Law Mediation Program. He has since become 
increasingly specialized as a professional coach, and 
today he advises leaders at Google, Rivian, Apple, and 
Tesla, among others. 
 
Below, Chuck shares 5 key insights from his new 
book, The Art of Conscious Conversations: Transforming 
How We Talk, Listen, and Interact. 
 
1. In conversation, you are the common denominator. 
 
We are the common denominator, not in an arrogant or 
egocentric way, but as the central player. Only we can 
take an honest look at our emotions, reactions, and 
thoughts. When I’m stressed about a conversation with 
a sibling, impatient with a seemingly incompetent 
service rep, or frustrated with a colleague, I am at the 
center of each, and should look inside before pointing 
fingers at others. 
 
The irony is that no matter the circumstances on the 
outside, we can only change our reactions by looking 
inside. Our emotions and reactions are reflections of our 
beliefs and thinking. When we pay attention to our 
conversational patterns, rather than judge them, we can 
note them, name them, and befriend them. With that, 
we have control over them. Curiously looking within 
ourselves guides us to rethink, reframe, and refresh 
future conversations. 
 
2. Your stories aren’t the truth. 
 
Storytelling is the primary conversation type because 
individuals, cultures, and societies thrive on them. They 
can be beautiful, entertaining, informative, and 
transformational. A success story is encouraging, and a 
funny story provokes laughter. An inspirational story can 
change lives. Stories serve us well—until they don’t. 
 

They can also be limiting, judgmental, nasty, untrue, and 
addictive. I grew up with my grandpa saying, Stop crying, 
be a bigger man! As a young boy, his words had power 
and got stuck in my consciousness. That story lived inside 
me emotionally for years until I could bust it by realizing 
it wasn’t true and freed myself of its limitations. 
 
In a millisecond beyond our conscious awareness, our big 
brain makes sense of all our experiences and beliefs, so 
voila, we have a story and auto pilot reactions. This sense-
making process helps us navigate life and takes little 
energy, but it also narrows our life. A counter to this 
autopilot pattern is staying curious about our own stories 
to better understand them. Ask yourself: Which stories 
serve us and which stories harm us? 
 
Our stories consist of facts and opinions. Facts are 
indisputable. This sounds easy, but consider the political 
mess of the last four years. Facts are crucially important 
because they provide a solid foundation for society. 
 
Opinions are a much messier affair. Unlike facts, they are 
not grounded in truth. They reflect beliefs we adopted 
from our families and cultures. We know them well, and 
they are like a satisfying comfort food. We get hooked on 
them, identify with them, throw them about 
indiscriminately, and blindly defend them. But it is easy 
to speak of them as the truth. 
 
It will take courage to answer these, but do so and these 
four crucial questions will guide a fresh understanding of 
your own opinions: 
 
• What are my desires? 
• What concerns do I have? 
• Are there issues of authority/power at play? 
• What standards are driving my opinion? 
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 3. Hold your opinions with an open hand. 
  
 Another type of conversation is the collaborative 

conversation, where multiple stories intersect. We 
enter conversations with our stories in hand, and 
without heeding the lessons of the storytelling 
conversation, we forcefully advocate for our opinions 
as the one right or only perspective. We’re trained to 
be knowers, to have the answer, and to be rewarded 
for it. Being the knower is a dangerous leadership trap, 
as it is like showing up with our opinions close-fisted 
and ready to defend them, no matter the 
consequences. Not surprisingly, two closed fists create 
a battle, and listening becomes impossible. 
Rather than being in conversation with a closed fist, 
hold positions lightly with an open hand. Reveal the 
thinking behind an opinion and demonstrate 
willingness to consider opposing ideas. It takes one 
person to shift a stressful conversation into a 
collaborative one. 
 
The four aforementioned questions also guide better 
understanding of others. Shifting from advocacy to 
open inquiry, we can ask sincere questions: What 
concerns do you have about the direction of the 
project? What do you hope to accomplish? What are 
your standards for success? 
 
The humble sharing of our thinking is an invitation for 
others to do the same. Open hearts and minds increase 
listening tenfold. 
 
4. Creative insights emerge from an open mind. 
 
Then we have the creative conversation, which 
naturally flows out of productive collaborations. In 
these conversations, we reacquaint ourselves with our 
oft-forgotten right brain. The left brain, the center of 
logic, planning, science, and objective truths, has been 
dominant in most western cultures for a long time. 
Integrating our imaginative right brain with our logical 
left brain encourages us to wonder: What else might be 
possible? 
 
In a design class I took thirty years ago, one of my 
professors gave us an assignment to present ideas 
about a new toy. I spent the next few days struggling to 
develop a brilliant idea. Finally, it struck—a moldable,  
 

light, beautiful cloud for every kid! I spent hours 
drawing, convinced my toy would change the world. 
 
I proudly presented my idea to the professor. He 
asked, What was the assignment? I said, To create a 
new toy. He said No, your job was to present many 
ideas for new toys. You got hooked on your first idea. 
Go back to your drawing board and give me ten more 
ideas. 
 
I will never forget that lesson. In conversations, we 
make the same mistake. We tell our stories, hook onto 
an idea, and put it into action. Creative conversation 
asks us to set aside judgments, slow down, and let the 
ideas flow. Unforeseen and unexpected ideas bubble 
up through open minds and conscious conversations. 
 
5. Make commitments you can keep—don’t rush to 
yes. 
 
The forth conversation is the commitment 
conversation. Life thrives on promises. Marriage, 
parenting, leading, selling, buying, partnering, etc., all 
rely on commitments. They are how we coordinate 
actions with others. We use commitments to satisfy 
our desires and concerns for the future, and we use 
them to solve problems. 
 
We are steeped in commitment conversation daily, but 
we engage on autopilot. Autopilot is fine until we 
default to yes and miss asking essential questions 
about the design, timing, or details. An easy yes allows 
lots of room for misunderstandings. We make sloppy 
promises by being polite, making assumptions, 
defaulting to yes, and avoiding no. A request without a 
possible no is not a request but a demand. 
 
The first best move is paying attention to your 
commitment conversation patterns. Note how you 
respond, how others make requests, and how 
promises go haywire. This conversation is central to 
success and happiness at home and work. Slow down 
and make thoughtful commitments. Trust will follow. 

 
 

Original article found at: 
The Art of Conscious Conversations: Transforming How We 

Talk, Listen, and Interact (nextbigideaclub.com) 

https://nextbigideaclub.com/magazine/art-conscious-conversations-transforming-talk-listen-interact-bookbite/38968/
https://nextbigideaclub.com/magazine/art-conscious-conversations-transforming-talk-listen-interact-bookbite/38968/
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